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WORK IN PROGRESS

UBS works to cut
textbook costs
for GV students
BY ANYA ZENTMEYER
GVL EDITOR IN CHIEF

installing the masonry, as well as start
on the roof and the interior walls before
students come back this fall.
Workers are on site for 12 hours a day
working on the seven floors, four exterior
walls, roof and connecting tunnels
“This day allows certain work tasks
to be completed,” Moyer said about the
long work days. “We have the luxury of
being able to engage workers through
out the project.”
The library is scheduled for comple
tion in Spring 2013. At this time next

For both Grand Valley State University students
and college students nationwide, the only thing
heavier than all those books in weighing down their
backpacks is often the cash they had to hand over to
buy them. The management at University Bookstore
hopes to lessen the financial burden students face
when buying textbooks next fall through both new
and continued efforts - many of which have already
saved students $1.4 this past academic year.
For example, at UBS, the average operating
margin for new textbooks rests around 19 percent,
while many other college bookstores sell new text
books around a 25 percent margin.
UBS has also increased the availability of used
books, buying more books back from students,
from wholesalers and online discount retailers.
“In addition to buying more books back from stu
dents - our primary source of used books - and text
book wholesalers - companies in the business of selling
used book - we are also buying books online when 've
can find them at low enough prices to pass on a deal for
our students,” said Jerrod Nickels, UBS manager.
The bookstore tries to pay the highest possible
buy-back price for students’ books, working with
other school’s buy-back programs for discontinued
books, and has also been working with faculty to
encourage them to use old editions whenever pos
sible so students may not have to buy new copies
of the latest editions.
"First of all, let me say that we understand and
fully support the idea of academic freedom and the
idea that faculty should be able to make their own
decisions regarding which course materials to use,”
Nickels said. “Having said that, encouraging faculty
to use an old edition is sometimes feasible, particu
larly if she/he is teaching in a discipline that doesn’t

SEE BUILD, A3

SEE UBS, A3
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Build, baby, build: Construction is well-under way at the site of the new library on Grand Valley State University's campus.
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Construction of new library, new business
school, on schedule for completion next fall
Construction on the library broke
ground just last May. Now, students and
faculty can see the skeleton of the new
t’s no secret that Grand Valley State library that will be more than twice the
University’s campuses are getting a size ofZumberge.
makeover. This past fall, steel struc
“Construction has proceeded as
tures, enormous cranes and flying steel scheduled,’’ said James Moyer, proj
beams greeted students as they came ect manager for the new Library and
back for the academic school year.
vice president of facilities planning at
By next fall, the buildings will be fin GVSU. “A mild winter helped the con
ished for students and faculty.
tractors maintain schedule,’’ said Robert
Workers from Pioneer Construction Brown, project manager.
continue to work on the Mary Idema
Moyer and the construction team
Pew Library on the Allendale Campus plan to enclose the structure by the
and the L. William Seidman Business end of the summer. Currently, they
College on the Pew Campus.
are installing mechanical electri
BY MORGAN MILLER

GVL STAFF WRITER
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FIRE BURNS DOWN
LOCAL RESTAURANT

New campus program will team
mentors with Asperger students
BY MORGAN MILLER
GVL STAFF WRITER

GVL / Eric Coulttr

The •ft«rmath:The charred remains of Los Aztecas, lay in a heap where
the building used to stand. Flames engulfed the mexican restauraunt on
June 12 after a grease fire started in the kitchen.

Starting this fall, Grand Valley State Universi
ty’s Disability Support Resources will embark on a
new pilot program, Campus Links, which will pair
five GVSU students with Asperger’s Syndrome to a
peer mentor who will live with them and help them
navigate through the social aspects of college life.
“The idea came after a conference,” said Kath
leen VanderVeen, director of DSR. “The keynote
speaker suggested that college campuses needed to
think outside the box when deciding on programs
to help students with Asperger’s. A group started
meeting who work directly with the students and
the idea was formulated.”
DSR teamed up with Housing, Counseling and
Career Development and the Autism Education
Center to construct the program’s model.
Amy Matthews, director of the Autism Educa

tion Center and State
wide Autism Resourc
es and Training said
students with Asperg
er’s need different
social and emotional
support. Mentors will
help them with daily
aspects such as man
aging time and check
ing on their progress in
classes, as well as in
MATTHEWS
volving them with the
campus community.
"The mentor will maintain regular contact with
the student to promote a positive college experi
ence,” VanderVeen said.
Students and mentors will live on the first floor

SEE BUILD, A3
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NEWS BRIEFS
Engineering program earns accreditation
r; Grand Valley State University was one of 29 institu
tions in the U.S. named as an Exemplar of Real World
Engineering Education by the National Academy of
{Engineering. The national recognition was for work
,done in GVSU's Padnos College of Engineering and
Computing, and the university was recognized at the
^American Society for Engineering Education's annual
^conference June 10-13.
I Paul Plotkowski, dean of the engineering college,
Jtold GVSU News and Information Services that the
£100 percent job placement rate for GVSU engineering
'graduates can be attributed to the growing need for
^engineers, and that this recognition demonstrates the
^university's strong partnerships with the community
'and
statewide industries.
It <

A WHOLE DIFFERENT WORLD

at
«
»

;KCON doctoral program earns accreditation

* • The Commission on Collegiate Nursing Education
Ihas approved the accreditation of the doctoral pro
gram at Grand Valley State University's Kirkhof Col
lege of Nursing.
The accreditation, a process that included a written
Comprehensive self-study and three-day on-site eval
uation, assures students, employers and consumers
jihat KCON graduates are education under nationally
established standards that have been thoroughly vali
dated, said Cynthia McCurren, dean of KCON.
The U.S. Secretary of Education as a national ac
creditation agency officially recognizes the Com
mission on Collegiate Nursing Education. CCNE
accreditation supports and encourages continuing
self-assessment by nursing programs and supports
Continuing growth and improvement of collegiate
professional education and post-baccalaureate nurse
residency programs.

GVL / Eric Coulter

CORRECTIONS AND CLARIFICATIONS
At the Lanthorn we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we
want to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in
the Lanthorn, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or
by emailing editorial@lanthorn.com.
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Training day: Grand Valley Police Academy recruit Nick Soley searches a volunteer during a training session on the Allendale
Campus. Soley is one of 30 recruits total between the two platoons of the Grand Valley Police Academy's 38th recruit class.

The GV Police Academy recruits
undergo summer training sessions
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS

help as both safety officers and role players - like alumnus
Gary Worden, who said he still learns useful things from the
scenarios he participates in, despite graduating last year.
Though law enforcement can be a dangerous and de
ntegrity, loyalty, decisiveness, dependability, endurance,
manding
job, recruits, alumni, and instructors all feel risk is
courage; these are the core values of the 38th recruit
class at Grand Valley State University’s Police Academy. worth the reward.
Values they will need, considering their summer consists of “It’s a form of service,” said Scott Shaw, a recruit who
a 638 hours of intense training over a 16-week period - 44 also teaches as a professor at Grace Bible College.
The opportunity to make a difference is a powerful moti
hours more than required by the Michigan Commission on
vator for many of them, including Chris Herzog, an alumni
Law Enforcement Standards.
The 38th recruit class is made up of two platoons, each role-player.
“I feel good when I can actually help someone,” he
with 15 recruits, and is taught by 58 staff members, 90 per
said.
cent of whom are active or former law enforcement offi
Yunker encouraged anyone interested in joining the
cers.
“You’re in a different world,” said Zach Smigiel, police GVSU Police Academy to visit their website, before setting
academy recruit commander, who came to GVSU’s acad up a personal visit to learn more about the program and see
emy because it was close, had a good reputation and a broad it in action first-hand.
For more information, visit www.gvsu.edu/cj/porange of instructors.
Entry requirements for recruits are tough; they must pass liceacademy/.
ephillips@lanthorn.com
a credit check, background check, meet the MOLES physi
cal fitness entrance standards, and face an intensive inter
view process, among other challenges.
Nonetheless, director of GVSU’s Police Academy, Julie
Yunker, said she has high expectations for this year’s class
of recruits - and she should, since her academy boasts a 94
percent completion rate and a 94 percent licensing exam
pass rate on the first try. 60 percent of graduates are em
ployed in law enforcement within one year of completing
For the
the program.
Xanthonn'a
Smigiel said he has not been disappointed in his experi
ence, and feels he is being well trained for a “career that
(he) can be proud of.”
The academy covers 111 topic areas including legality
tests, health and wellness tests, and driving tests, as well as
Staff Writers (A&E, News,, Laker Life, Sports)
physical fitness training and scenarios in which they must
Cartoonists
practice and demonstrate the behaviors and protocols they
Columnists
have learned.
Assistant Nws Edita
“(GVSU has a) hands-on, practical training academy that
Assistant Sports Editor
is going to impact how (GVSU students) as citizens will be
Assistant Image Editor
«b^
treated,” Yunker said. Part of this hands-on experience is
Vldeographers
4
scenario training. Many academy alumni volunteer their
GVL STAFF WRITER
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Geology professor joins U.S. food agriculture panel
BY ELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State University’s Elena Lioubimtseva has
been appointed to the Higher Education Panel by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture’s National Institute of Food Ag
riculture - an opportunity the associate professor of geology
sees promise in.
“(This is a) great opportunity just to provide my help not
only at Grand Valley but all over the U.S.,” Lioubimtseva
said.
The Higher Education Panel, made up of experts involved
in fields related to food and agriculture, reviews grant re
quests as part of the Higher Education Challenge Grant Pro
gram. The program is open to both state-controlled public
and private colleges and universities in the U.S.
Lioubimtseva said at first, she was nervous when she
learned part of her appointment involved hosting an online
teleconference, but she found it wasn’t as intimidating as
she thought.
“I enjoyed it very much,” she said. “And it also was a
good humbling experience for me.”
She recalls that there were times when she had to change
her opinions and realize that she had been wrong in the way
she judged a particular proposal or disagreed with another
member of the panel.
Lioubimtseva was bom in Russia and her last name
means “lovable” in her native language. She earned her doc
torate in environmental geography and a master’s degree in
physical geography from Moscow State University.
From there, Lioubimtseva spent time working on post
doctoral studies in France, England, and Belgium and in
2000, accepted a position with GVSU’s then-fledgling ge
ography program.
“I was one of the first geography faculty,” she said.
Lioubimtseva said coming to GVSU was a tremendous
opportunity for her to help develop the program from the
bottom up, and with a passion for nature, it was something
she said she was very excited about.
In her time at GVSU, Lioubimtseva has created several
new courses, a couple of her favorites being Global Envi
ronmental Change and Landscape Analysis.
Since 2007, she’s helped to create the environmental

GVL / Eric Coulter

Higher calling: Elena Lioubinsteva.associate professor of geology (pictured above) at GVSU, will has been invited by the U.S.
Department of Agriculture's National Institute of Food Agriculture to join their Higher Education Panel, a grant-funded panel.

studies program, which GVSU began offering as an inter
disciplinary minor in 2009. The program now boasts more
than 100 students from a diverse selection of majors includ
ing art, business, engineering, and biology. It averages ap
proximately 25 percent to 30 percent growth per semester,
Lioubimtseva’said. Consistent with her love of nature, Lio
ubimtseva takes several of her classes to various sites for
hands-on learning.
“My Environmental Studies 401 pretty much camps here
all the time,” she said, referring to Blandford Nature Center.
“We almost never meet in the classroom.”
Aside from collecting soil samples from both Bland

DSR
continued from A1
1
the G building in Laker Village, a oneperson living unit that shares a common
living space. This way, the students can
have their own space, but still have the op
tion to come out to the communal area to
socialize whenever they want, since hav
ing a roommate can be an extra source of
stress for many students with Asperger’s.
Campus Links has already lined up
four mentors for the fall. This summer,
mentors will undergo a two-day train
ing session where they will learn how to
give support and feedback to the students,
learn information about Asperger’s and
go through resident assistance training
that includes CPR, conflict-resolution and
problem solving lessons.
Matthews said that the mentors are
very excited to start the program in the
fall.
“They’re already emailing asking if
we can start planning, start organizing,
and figure out how we’re going to make
this work,” she said.
Mentors must be at least of sophomore
standing, have two letters of recommen

UBS
continued from A1

reflect dramatic change from one edi
tion to the next. “
Last year, UBS developed a program
called Guaranteed Buy-back which lists
both the purchase price and the guaran
teed buy-back price for a textbook at the
beginning of the semester, so students
know what the net cost of ownership
will be going into their purchase.
UBS is also introducing a new fea
ture on their website for the fall 2012
semester - a product called GVSU
Choose that Nickels said the bookstore
is very excited about. The program will
allow students compare the pricing on
UBS’ website with book pricing from a
variety of other online stores - including
Amazon and some rental companies.
“GVSU students can then choose to
purchase the book from us or from a
number of other vendors,” Nickels said.
“We believe that our pricing is com
petitive and we are prepared to put our
prices up against other online sources.
This is a software package that a few
innovative college stores around the
country are implementing.”
Nickels said though UBS has con
sidered the textbook rental model, they
find it challenging to implement for a
number of reasons.
The net cost of purchasing a text
book and selling it back at the end of
the semester tends to result in more

i
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"I think the peer men
tors are really critical
because I don't know
much about campus
life as another student
would. I'm not going
to help them inter
grade. It really needs
to be someone their
own age."

AMY MATTHEWS
DIRECTOR
AUTISM EDUCATION
CENTER

dation from a professional reference,
knowledge of the campus community and
a minimum of a 2.8 GPA. Although psy
chology, education and sociology majors
are encouraged to apply, DSR considers
applicants of all majors.

ford Nature Center and GVSU’s own campus, Lioubimtseva’s students have been to Frederick Meijer
Gardens and Sculpture Park and the Grand Rapids Pub
lic Musuem.
After the spring semester, Lioubimtseva will be traveling
to the University of Versailles, one of the most sustainable
universities in France. Lioubimtseva will be there hoping to
sign an agreement allowing French students to come study
at GVSU, and for GVSU students to study abroad in France
in the areas of geography, environmental science, and sus
tainability.

ephillips@lanthorn. com

GVSU is the first and only college in
Michigan that has this kind of “mentor
housing” program. Matthews said though
there have been programs that have put
some additional support in place for stu
dents with Asperger’s, there has yet to be
a program in Michigan that consists of
students and mentors living in the same
unit.
On a national scale, many’ programs
tend to focus on “adult-service provid
ers,” but not enough on peer mentors.
Campus Link will be unique, Matthews
said, since it will be very heavy on men
tors guiding the students through social
aspects of college.
“I think the peer mentors are really
critical because I don’t know much about
campus life as another student would,”
she said. “I’m not going to help them in
tergrade. It really needs to be someone
their own age.”
If the program is a success, Matthews
said she hopes that the program could ex
pand to the second floor of the G building
in Laker Village or even extend to other
on-campus housing based on students’
preferences.
“I anticipate that it will work well,”
Matthews said.

summer, items in the Zumberge library will
be relocated across the pond to the Mary Idema
Pew library.
The new library will include state-of-the-art
automated storage for 600,000 books, a cafe, a
multipurpose auditorium that will seat over 80
people and an atrium extending three levels.
In downtown Grand Rapids on the Pew Cam
pus, Pioneer Construction workers are assem
bling the L. William Seidman Center, which will
be home to the Seidman College of Business and
the Small Business and Technology Develop
ment Center, a federal and state funded program
that creates and sustains Michigan jobs.
The construction team’s biggest priority right
now is installing the roof and enclosing the cen
tral tower. Along with that, the 120 workers on
site also hope to enclose the structure and dry it
out in order to start the interior work, which they
will continue in the winter.
The Seidman Center will be GVSU’s 16th
LEED-certified building.
For more information about on-campus con
struction projects, visit http://www.gvsu.edu/
construction.htm. *

mmiller@lanthorn com

mmiller@lanthom. com

BUILD
continued from A1

gain for students, and many stores are
having difficulties retrieving textbooks
back from students at the end of the
semester, resulting in extra charges for
students.
Nickels said rental programs create
a need for both extra management and
extra floor space - both of which UBS
doesn’t currently have, but they plan on
working up to in the future.
“Ultimately, we are hoping to design
a rental program that is economically vi
able for both our students and the univer
sity,” Nickels said.
As for e-books, UBS is staying away
from most of them for the time being
due to rising pricing from publishers
that Nickels said often creates higher
costs for students in the long-run.
“In most cases, it was far less expen
sive for students to buy a physical text
book and sell it back at the end of the
term than it was to purchase an e-book,
which expires after a certain period of
time,” he said, adding that he thinks
the e-book market is still evolving,
and eventually publishers will settle on
standardized formats and more reason
able pricing.
“We’ve discontinued most e-books
for the time being, but in some cases,
e-books are available on the access
cards that students already purchase for
supplemental online material,” Nick
els said. “Some e-books will also be
available through college textbook pub
lishers with our new online program
‘GVSU Choose.’”

GVL Archive
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Cashing in: A GVSU student sells back her textbooks to the University Bookstore at the end of last semester
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EDITORIAL
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Between President Barack Obama’s public
announcements in support of same-sex mar
riage -just a day after North Carolina voters
approved an amendment to the state constitu
tion against the same policy - the spark of
debate has been relit for both sides. While
many gay marriage supporters have regained
some energy in their fight, many of those who
oppose gay-marriage are using the announce
ment as political fuel against the president,
saying the gesture was not one of real belief
but a gimmick for getting votes in the upcom
ing presidential election in November.
Obama’s public support has also started a sort

mJ

Though President Barack Obama's public support of gay-marriage may
have been part publicity stunt, the reminder of urgency is a good thing

of catalyst throughout the states, like Gov. Pnt
Quinn of Illinois, who said he “stands with the
president” and intends to work with state legisla
tors to legalize same-sex marriage in his state
without waiting for the courts to act. Or in Rhode
Island, where Gov. Lincoln Chafee signed an
order proclaiming the state will recognize samesex marriages performed outside of Rhode Island,
which currently only allows civil unions.
However, some politicians who oppose
the bill aren’t handling Obama’s announce
ment quite as well - in fact, some actions
taken following his support seem borderline
immature. Take Sen. Clark Jolley (R-

Oklahoma), for example, who introduced
a resolution reaffirming opposition to gay
marriage, despite a pre-existing ban in the
state constitution, openly admitting that he
introduced the resolution in direct response to
Obama’s show of support. His gesture seems
so counter-productive in contrast to those
in support of gay marriage, who are using
Obama’s announcement as a way to reestab
lish the growing permanence of an issue that
needs at least some middle ground.
Though Obama may have, in part, spoken
up as a publicity stunt, there is no was a good
thing - a positive move toward equality in a di

rection the nation’s youth is gradually moving
toward anyway. The resurgence and reenergizer
of a movement, and a testament to the absolute
ness of an important conversation that is not
likely to disappear any time soon.
In an article published by the Associated
Press, Bob Emrich, chairmain of Protect Mar
riage Main told AP that Obama’s words made
referendum opponents realize they had their
work cut out for them.
“It deepened people’s awareness that this
is a major issue that isn’t going away and
we need to have more people involved in
it,” Emrich said.

QUESTION OFTHE ISSUE

Do you think President Obama's public support of gay marriage
will win him votes in the upcoming presidential election?
"I think so. Mostly because I think
a lot of people have been waiting
for him to come out say it outright,
so it might renew their confidence
in him.

"Yes, it will affect the public
opinion, whether positively or
negatively (positively I hope) I'm
not sure."

"It could help him by rallying
the LGBT and young/liberal
population to vote for him.
However, it could hurt him by
loosing more of the conservative
population."

KELSEY DRAVINSKI

NICK FLAQUER

AMBER HENDRICK

Senior, psychology
Allen Park, Mich.

Senior, information systems
Grand Haven, Mich.

Senior, social work
Reed City, Mich.

"President Obama's decision to
support gay marriage will affect
his ability to win the southern
states. Especially since there
is a very partisan divide in our
government."

"I didn't even realize there was an
upcoming presidential election."

"Yeah, I think so. I'd vote for him
twice if I could."

MATTHEW MCCULLOUGH

CHELSEA MESSIER

BRITTANY RUGGERO

Senior,
Romeo, Mich.

Senior, computer science
Sterling Heights. Mich.

Senior, political science
Bay City. Mich.

Linkedln and lose out: When social media leaves us too connected

BY CHRISTINE COLLERAN
GVL COLUMNISTS

By now I hope every
one has heard erf the recent
Linkedln security breach.
If you haven’t you should
probably take a Words with
Friends break and download
a New York Times app.
Or, I don’t know; socialize

with people whose dinner
schedule isn’t decided by
when Keeping Up with the
Kardashians airs.
Anyway, for the sake of
the column. I’ll give you a
quick re-cap.
Linkedln, a major social
networking website focused
on connecting career-minded
professionals around the
world, was hacked. Sensitive
information (including pass
words) from over 6.4 million
Linkedln users appeared on
the internet for all to see.
Now this Linkedln fiasco
reminds me of why technol
ogy and I do not always
mix. In fact sometimes I
hate it (go ahead, gasp in
horror- scream “Blasphe
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The ultimate goal at the Grand
Valley Lanthorn opinion page is to
stimulate discussion and action on
topics of interest to the Grand Val
ley Community. Student opinions
do not reflect those of the Grand
Valley Lanthorn
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints and
offers three vehicles of expres
sion for reader opinions: letters
to the editor, guest columns and
phone responses.
Letters must include the author 's
name and be accompanied by
current picture identification if
dropped off in person. Letters will
be checked by an employee of the
Orand Valley Lanthorn

Letters appear as space permits
each issue The limit for letter
length is one page, single spaced
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense letters and columns
for length restrictions and clarity.
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that appear in print as a result of
transcribing handwritten letters or
e-mail typographic errors
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The content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty and staff

my!” through the hallowed
halls of our campus).
It’s just that technology
often makes me feel much
too connected.
I hate that if I don’t speak
with my mother for two
days, or update my Facebook status during this time
period, she assumes I’m
lying in a ditch somewhere.
I hate texting, the way
the little words never go
away. That guilty feeling I
get when I look at my texts
and they seem to say, “I
know you have read me.
NOW RESPOND.”
• 1 hate that you can never
really escape your work
because unless you are, in
fact, lying in a ditch you

have seen your boss’s calls,
texts, e-mails and skywriting
- and he or she knows it too.
Linkedln is one of those
websites designed to keep
us connected; but while
Linkedln holds less sensi
tive information than some
sites, private information
is private information. I
don’t necessarily blame
Linkedln for the breach; I
have a mini-hacker for a
brother and know it could
happen anywhere. I blame
the individuals who trust the
websites.
In the case of most
technology, many websites
included, the good out
weighs the bad. But what
if a Linkedln member uses

COURTESY CARTOON I KING FEATURES

ALMOST HALF OF
RECENT GRADUATES
HAVE BEEN UNABLE
TO FIND FULL

a leaked password as a
password for other sites?
Websites that contain credit
card numbers or personal
e-mail accounts? Important
people could be affected;
even President Obama is a
Linkedln member.
Technology exists as the
most incredible concept,
one that can’t even really
be contained into a defini
tion - and that’s what makes
it scary.
1 love calling my mother
to reassure her that I am still
alive. 1 love being con
nected to friends and family
online. I love that I can give
WebMD my symptoms and
that it diagnoses me (this
happens more than it should).

I’m not suggesting you
abandon technology and go
off to find yourself in the
woods. I mean anyone who
has read “Walden” knows
that’s no fun. Rather, use
technology with discretion,
because personal informa
tion can truly be a weapon
against you.
Change your passwords
often and review websites
before you give them your
credit card information,
small sites often don’t have
the money to protect them
selves, as they should.
Practice safe Internet and let ending up in a ditch
be the most of your mother’s
worries.
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Grice promoted in
Yankees' minor league
system
Former Grand Valley
State University outfielder
Cody Grice is slowly mak
ing his way up the ladder
to the big leagues, most
recently with a promotion
to the Class-A Charleston
RiverDogs of the South At
lantic League.
Grice's exploits at GVSU
are well documented he led the Lakers to two
NCAA Division II World Se
ries berths - but his steady
rise in the Yankees' minor
league system is moving
at a moderate pace.
The 12th-round pick
played last season for the
Staten Island Yankees of
the NewYork-Penn League,
hitting .241 with 11 stolen
bases in 46 games. Those
other Yankees won the
league championship in
2011, but Grice has joined
his new team and played
in one game, going 0-for-4
with three strikeouts.

GV places second in
Sports Directors' Cup
For the last eight years,
the top spot in the Learfield Sports Directors' Cup
standings had belonged to
Grand Valley State Univer
sity. The Lakers' on-field
success had gotten them
the top spot in the stand
ings, but this season that
streak was broken.
GVSU finished sec
ond in the Directors' Cup
standings, recording 894
total points, trailing winner
Grand Canyon University's
925.5 points. The stand
ings, which are scored
similarly to the GLIAC's
President's Cup, are based
upon a point system given
to schools based on team
success.
Led by the cross
country and indoor and
outdoor track and field
teams, the Lakers scored
343.5 points in the spring
after totaling 550.5 points
in the fall and winter.
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Laker athletes set sights
on Olympic Games
BY ZACH SEPANIK
GVL STAFF WRITER

With five and a half weeks until the 2012
Summer Olympics, the hands of Big Ben are ap
proaching midnight and if the glass slipper fits.
Grand Valley State University graduate student
Betsy Graney will be making the trip to London
to compete.
On June 25, Graney will be participating in the
preliminary 3000-meter steeplechase race at the
U.S. Olympic Trials in Eugene, Ore. If all goes
well, she can qualify to compete in the finals on
June 29. With a strong showing, a chance to make
the Olympic squad and represent not only her
school, but her country, is on the line
“It seems unreal and I am still trying to wrap
my head around it,” Graney said. “I just kind of
see it as another race and a good opportunity to
get some experience competing at a really high
level. I am not trying to put too much emphasis
on the outcome, but I am just trying to be en
gaged in the race.”
Prior to arriving at GVSU, Graney completed
her undergraduate career at the College of William
& Mary. She made the U.S. Junior (age 20 and un
der) Track and Field Championships her freshman
year, one of the experiences GVSU head coach
Jerry Baltes believes will help her at the trials.

"I just kind of see it as
another race and a good
opportunity to get some
experience competing
at a really high level. I
am not trying to put too
much emphasis on the
outcome, but I am just
trying to be engaged in
the race."

BETSY GRANEY
GVSU GRADUATE

Lubbers Stadium
addsThe Huntington
Club

^

“She has a lot of great
experience at a high level,” he said.
“She is going into the trial with that
high-level experience needed to ex
cel.”
Now a graduate student at GVSU in
the physical therapy program, Graney
has focused not only on her studies, but
her performance on the track as well.
“She has a full work load on that
and still is getting her training in,” Bal
tes said. “She is a top notch studentathlete and person. I am excited see
her have an opportunity to compete at
this level.”
This season, Graney rewrote the
Division II record book with the fast
est time ever in the steeplechase, and
her time of nine minutes, 53.85 sec
onds at the Payton Jordan Cardinal
Invitational earned her an invitation
to the trials.
“It is a great opportunity and there
are a lot of great runners in the field,
but anything can happen,” Baltes
said. “We are just going in there with
the attitude to be ready to compete and
give it her best shot. If things were to go
well, she might make the U.S. team.”
Junior Sam Lockhart also recently
qualified for the trials in the discus. Her
provisional throw of 57.11 meters was solid
enough to put her on the list of the top-24 ath
letes for the event.
“I am speechless,, when I talk about it,”
Lockhart said. “I don’t even know how to ex
plain it. It is just anta/ing to think last year
when I threw 52 meters, to think that I was
going to be throwing five meters farther than
that and possibly going to the Olympic Trials,
it was a reach.”
GVSU graduate student Rachel Pat
terson also looked to qualify for the tri
als as well in the 5,000-meter run as
she competed in Indianapolis on June 9.
Lockhart and Patterson must remain in the top
24, and are waiting to see if they will still qualify
after meets from over the weekend.
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On the run: Betsy Graney
(pictured above), a Grand
Valley State University
graduate, will travel to
Eugene, Ore. on June 25 to
participate in the preliminary
3000-meter steeplechase
race for the 2012 U.S.
OlympicTrials with hopes of
advancing to finals on June
29.

zsepanik@ lanthorn £om

With the renovations to
Lubbers Stadium nearing
a finish, fans of the Grand
Valley State University
football team will be able
to enjoy a new club-seat
ing area this season.
The Huntington Club,
a chair back club seat
ing area, will be located
at the 50-yard line on the
west side of the stadium.
The seats are $125 for the
season, and will give fans
another new location for
seating in the new sta
dium.
You can view the prog
ress of Lubbers Stadium
with the Lanthorn's photo
on page B3.

ROWING

Former GV rower to compete in the London Olympics
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Roesslein named
Academic AllAmerican
Senior men's tennis
player Marc Roesslein's
playing days at Grand Val
ley State University may
be over, but the senior was
honored for his accom
plishments off the court
this month.
Roesslein was named
to the Capital One Aca
demic All-American Men's
At-Large third team, hon
oring the nation's top aca
demic student athletes.
Roesslein was named to
the All-GLIAC second team
in his final two seasons at
GVSU, and posted a 22-10
record in his senior sea
son.
Academically, he re
corded 3.76 GPA studying
biomedical sciences.

Courtesy Photb / GVSU News & Info

London bound: Sarah Zelenka, 2009 GVSU
graduate, will compete in the 2012 Olympics.

For 2009 Grand Valley State
University
graduate
Sarah
Zelenka, competing in the Sum
mer Olympic Games has been a
life-long dream.
Now, she is only a couple
months away from living
that dream.
“It’s pretty amazing,”
Zelenka said. “It’s been
my dream to go to the
Olympics for a while,
and to do it the way we
did it is pretty cool.”
Zelenka and her part
ner Sara Hendershot
came back from behind
to win the women’s pair
event. The pair made
their move in the final
300 meters when they
overtook the five-time
national team duo of Ja
mie Redman and Amanda
Polk. Zelenka and Hender
shot finished with a time of
7 minutes, 27.544 seconds.
Zelenka didn’t actually
begin rowing until she came
to GVSU and joined the
rowing club. From there,
she instilled a strong work
ethic, one that has stuck with
her ever since.
“Because it was a club

sport and it wasn’t a D1 sport
that paid you to row, you had to
work really hard and had to pay
your own way,” she said. “All
that hard work transferred to the
national team level and having to
work that hard in college helped
out with the elevated work that
we had to do on the national
team. It brought good habits.”
This isn’t the first time that
Zelenka has found success on a
big stage. She won gold in the
four at the 2011 World Rowing
Championships, and she won
gold in the eight and the four in
the 2010 Rowing World Cup in
Lucerne. She was also a part of
the team that won the Division
I Championship eight at Dad
Vails her senior year of college.
While at GVSU, Zelenka was
named MVP of the GVSU row
ing team in 2008 and 2009. Head
coach Dan Bancheri was not
only impressed with her talents
as a rower, but also with her
work ethic and leadership.
“She’s physically one of our
best athletes,” he said. “She
brought commitment and loyalty
to the team. She constantly set
goals to get better and sought oth
er opportunities to learn and she
used them to her advantage and
she got better in the process. “
With Zelenka making the
Olympics, it gives hope to the

current GVSU rowers that
may have the same dream as
Zelenka.
Bancheri
believes
that
Zelenka’s achievements prove
that you can reach that level with
hard work, but he also is proud of
that she is representing GVSU.
“As a program, we’ve
achieved that level,” he said.
“Now we know we can do it.
It opens the door for other kids
in the program to aspire to that
level. Look at what this kid has
done for our program. Now
younger girls think. ‘Man I can
do that too.’ 1 think she opens the
doors for other girls to dream.
But what you really see from
Sarah is she brings a level of rec
ognition to our rowing program,
but a level of recognition to our
university.”
For Zelenka. it is still sinking
in for her that she will be com
peting in the Olympics and liv
ing one of her dreams. However,
she is looking forward to the en
tire Olympic experience.
“The racing and being a part
of all the other Olympians will
be exciting,” she said. “Getting
to be teammates with LeBron
James is going to be really cool
and the whole experience is go
ing to be amazing. I’m still in
shock that it’s happening.”
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BASEBALL

THE NEXT STEP
Three Lakers sign professional deals
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

Courtesy Photo / GVSU Sports Information

The new guy: Jamie Detillion (pictured) has signed on as GVSU's new baseball head coach.

New sheriff in town
Assistant Detillion tagged
as new head baseball coach
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN

But the speech, that motivated the Lak
ers back in April after Detillion’s youngest
son, Crew, was bom, was notable. The Lak
hen Steve Lyon announced his re ers were floating around .500 in the GLIAC
tirement as Grand Valley State Uni and Detillion’s speech served as a spark that
versity’s baseball coach, the choice fired up the team, and potentially demon
strated his readiness to take over as head
of his successor was a relative unknown.
The Lakers still had the entire second coach.
“I related ‘new life’ for my son to ‘new
half of their schedule to finish out — and
they were a team that had just busted out of life’ for our team and the passion and adver
sities that come along with,” Detillion said.
an early-season funk.
It turns out Lyon’s replacement was there “I felt good after and can’t wait to tell my
son in a few years how much of an inspira
the whole time.
Assistant coach Jamie Detillion — the tion he was at birth and how important it
man credited with giving a rousing speech is to pursue something you’re passionate
after a game at Saginaw Valley State Uni about.”
That passion is something that Lyon
versity, one that senior Cory Baker said
served as one of the triggers of an eventual thinks will help Detillion as he settles into
15-game winning streak — was named the the coaching role. Detillion has spent the
last ten years coaching at GVSU, but pri
new GVSU head coach this month.
“Grand Valley is a special place to me, or to his arrival he spent time in the minor
in large part, for the job and leadership that leagues.
Stints pitching for the West Michigan
President (Thomas) Haas and Athletic Di
Whitecaps and Dayton Dragons, among
rector Tim Selgo provide,” Detillion said.
“I’m honored and equally excited to lead others, have shown Detillion’s passion for
our baseball team. I’ve worked hard for the game.
“I think we’re all passionate as coaches
GVSU as an assistant and intend on con
tinuing with the same work ethic and pas in college baseball,” Lyon said. “We all
have passion, and certainly Jamie does too.
sion for this program.”
Detillion takes over a program that has He enjoys coaching, he had a brief time in
been in good hands over the last 14 years. the pro ranks, but I’m happy that he’s found
Lyon led the Lakers to the NCAA Division a home at the collegiate coaching level.”
That home has finally been found, and as
II World Series five times in that span —
and had input in the selection of his succes Lyon said, Detillion has picked up on the
sor — but for Detillion, there is no pressure things he needs to understand in order to be
successful in this situation.
in taking over for Lyon.
“I do embrace the challenge and appreci
“I’m not looking too deep into results or
pressures of the job. I’m a firm believer in ate when our former players come back and
enduring the day to day grind with the prop want to stay involved as alumni,” Detillion
er attitude and approach that will lead to said. “From now, it’s doing camps and hir
desired results,” he said. “I’m very familiar ing staff. Once this is done, we’ll get every
to the winning expectations here at GV, but one on the same page and hit the ground
it can’t happen without enduring the proper running.”
sports@lanthorn. com
process.”
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For many college athletes, the thought of
going pro is always one of their dreams.
Three former Grand Valley State baseball
players kept that dream alive as they began
their post-college careers by signing pro con
tracts with teams in the Frontier League.
Outfielder Steve Anderson and pitcher
Kyle Schepel both signed with the Rockford
RjveiCats, while pitcher Cory Baker signed
with the Traverse City Beach Bums.
“It means a lot,” Schepel said. “It’s a lot fun
playing, but a lot of people just want to keep
playing after college. It’s independent ball, but
you’re still getting paid to play and it’s still highlevel competition. It’s a lot of fun, just trying to
keep the dream alive and keep playing.”
Schepel ended his GVSU career as one of
the most accomplished pitchers in the school’s
history. Along with being the GVSU career
leader in wins (31), Schepel is tops in games
started (45), innings pitched (268.0), strikeouts
(259), strikeouts looking (79) and batters faced
(1,181). He finished 2012 with a 9-4 record,
2.75 ERA, three complete games, 92 strikeouts
in 78.2 innings pitched and a. 199 batting aver
age against. He was named GLIAC Pitcher of
the Year and was also named to the A11-GL1 AC
First Team and First Team All-Midwest.
Schelpel believes that the success he was
able to have at GVSU can help him down the
stretch in his career.
“GVSU had a winning attitude and we
played solid competition,” he said. “We expect

to win and we know what it takes to win too.”
For outfielder Steve Anderson, he is grate
ful to have the opportunity to continue playing
baseball. His main focus is to enjoy the expe
rience and continue to improve as a player.
“It’s definitely pretty cool,” Anderson said.
“It’s not something a lot of people get to ex
perience. I’m just going to take it one day at
a time and enjoy it as much as I can because
you don’t know how long you will get to do it
for. I’m just trying to get better every day and
hopefully one day I will move up the ranks a
little bit and try to get better.”
Anderson finished his GVSU career as one
of the top offensive players in Laker history.
He ranks first in career games played (210),
RBI’s (187), total bases (3%), and hit by
pitches (35). Anderson hit .373 this past sea
son with 78 hits, 44 runs, 18 doubles, 5 triples,
six home runs, and 57 RBI’s. He was named
GLLAC Co-Player of the Year and Daktronics
Midwest Region Player of the Year, while be
ing named to All-GLIAC First Team and First
Team All-Midwest.
“The time at Grand Valley really made
me a better baseball player,” Anderson said.
“I learned a lot from coaches and my team
mates.”
Pitcher Cory Baker finished the season
with a 7-1 record, with a 3.01 ERA in 71.2
innings pitched and recorded 67 strikeouts.
Baker got off to a hot start to begin the season,
notching 22 straight innings without allowing
an earned run. Baker earned All-GLIAC Hon
orable mention honors.

bderouin@lanthom. com
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AWARDS GALORE
Women's track and field collects top individual awards
BY ZACH SEPANIK

and led the Lakers to their second
outdoor national championship.
It is the second-consecutive
fter winning their fourth- year Baltes captured the honor, and
straight track and field na his third award since 2007.
tional championship in the
Meanwhile, assistant coach
outdoor season, the Grand Valley
Lou Andreadis was named the
State University women’s track National Women’s Assistant
and field team has laid claim as the Coach of the Year for the first
best in Division II and added three time in his career.
prestigious postseason awards to
“He is deserving of it, defi
the trophy case.
nitely” said sophomore Kristen
GVSU head coach Jerry Baltes Hixson, who hit the second-best
was named by the U.S. Track and vault in Division II history in the
Field and Cross Country Coaches outdoor season. “He is one of the
Association as the National Wom reasons why I chose Grand Val
en’s Coach of the Year.
ley because I wanted a coach that
“My name might be on it, but was going to be there and would
it’s really a representation of all support me throughout my whole
of our student-athletes, the rest college career.”
of our coaching staff, our support
Andreadis not only led the en
staff, administration, athletic train tire pole vault crew, but coached
ers, sports information and games Hixson and senior Jocelyn Kuksa
and event operations,” Baltes said. to new heights this season. It
“Everyone contributed to our over was their performance at the out
all success.”
door national championships that
This year alone, Baltes coached sparked high recognition. The pair
four individual national champions finished first and second with Hix

GVL STAFF WRITER

A

son clearing 4.15 meters, a Divi
sion 11 outdoor meet record.
It is the second straight year
that a Laker assistant has been
named women’s assistant coach
of the year.
To cap off the awards, gradu
ate student Betsy Graney was
named the National Women’s
Track Athlete of the Year, the
first Laker to win the award
since 2007.
Graney rewrote the Division II
record book this season with the
fastest time ever in the steeple
chase, leading to her individual
outdoor national title in the event.
She also had the second-best time
of the season in the 5,000-meter
run. earning All-America honors
in the process.
“I am really thankful for all the
people who have helped me train
and been so supportive through
the whoie process,” Graney said.
“It blows my mind just thinking
about it.”

zsepanikfa)Janthorn com
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Slugger: Assistant coach Lou Andreadis instructs a Laker athlete during a past
practice. Andreadis was named the National Women's Assistant Coach of the Year.
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FOOTBALL GETS A FACELIFT
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Shaping up: Rennovations at Lubbers Stadium (pictured above) are coming to a head on Grand Valley State University's Allendale Campus.The new stadium will be ready for Laker football fans in the fall.
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"I Can't Sleep, Cuz My Bed's on Fire"
BYTAYLER KEEFER

GVSU SENIOR
;•
•#
J

ead leaves cracked even under the light weight
| lof individual flakes, they were so fragile and
i• Idry. Each snowflake that hit sounded like a
[ tiny wave breaking over a tiny rock in a tiny brook; a
! sound you would hear only in the very subconscious
! of your senses. I was standing on the front porch.
I Drags of my cigarette were quick and frantic. It’s
' the kind of inhaling you do to satisfy an addiction.
Nothing was for pleasure anymore.
Two new layers of white fell and settled before
he got there. Always fifteen minutes late, one of
his dependable qualities. The seats of Eliot’s Sedan
were caked with grime and sticky. The heat from the
vents blew my eyes dry until they teemed with tears.
I pulled some Rotos out of my bag and squeezed a
• drop into each one, blinking rapidly once they were
drenched in an overwhelming menthol bath.
The place reeked of smoke. Bowling alleys. One
of the only smoker’s havens left. 1 lit up before

FRESH BAGS
PATRICK BRODUER

SENIOR, GRAPHIC DESIGN MAJOR

*

48wfist

getting through the second set of glass doors. The
carpet looked like the seats of the car, and the people
looked even worse. Bowling alleys are depressing
places if you aren’t a kid or in a league. I’ve always
gotten a bad vibe from them. Maybe it wasn’t so
much the place as what bowling meant to me when 1
was younger. My dad was in a league back then. The
Mighty Suits.
Our group was the most lifeless in the place. There
were hugs all around, but it felt more like squeezing
bodies. Eliot and I were part of this club, and had
been for about 4 months now. Most of them looked
like us. They were couples, late 20’s, not necessarily
outcasts but definitely on the outer edge of what
our society would consider acceptable. We were all
smokers, and we all owned top of the line Zippos.
I learned about the power of fire from my dad. His
bowling league, the Mighty Suits, turned out to be
nonexistent. His bag was full of plans to bum down
the office building he worked at. I couldn’t wrap my
head around that concept back in kindergarten, when
I found the plans, but I was smart enough to relate

what little 1 could read on those wrinkled yellow
notebook pages to the fire that one night ate his entire
work life with vigor. Dad and I sat on the couch with
footage of the flames licking at the edges of our TV
screen. Mom was upstairs.
I could tell he was hopped up on excitement. 1
rubbed my palms up and down my flowered jean
overalls until I swear 1 could have made a hole at any
second if he hadn’t grabbed my hands. Holding them
tightly, they got all wet and itchy. 1 tried to get out of
his grip but he squeezed harder. Do you see what this
means, he said. We get a fresh start. Something new
is waiting for us, and now that Daddy doesn’t have to
go to that Hellhole anymore he can do what he really
wants. We can make things better for our family. All
thanks to this.
He pulled out his Zippo and held the flame close to
my face, and I believed him with all my heart that he
was right.

Ihyier Keefer is s senior end creative writing
major st Grand Valley State University■>
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MARKETPLACE l
Announcements
University Townhouses &
Apartments, GVSU’s best
kept deal. Lowest rates
guaranteed!
Call (616)447-5511 for more
information.________________

Employment
SPANISH tutor wanted:
Spanish-major
seeking
someone to practice speak
ing with, preferably a native
speaker or someone who is
very fluent. $8.00 hr, 4X a
week. Please contact Crissy
at nellisc@mail.ovsu.edu.

For Sale
LAPTOP FOR SALE!
This laptop is in great condi
tion, almost brand new.
SPECS:
—441 GB hard drive
—Intel Core i5 CPU M430 @
2.27 GHz 2.27 GHz Proces
sor
-4GB of RAM
-Pop-out CD/DVD drive
—3 USB ports
Please call or text me at
616-617-5862 for any ques
tions or offers

Housing
3BR 2BTH house for rent
On Lk. Michigan Dr.
near Covell.
Safe neighborhood, conven
ient location. Recently re
modeled.
1200/month. GPA discount.
Call Mark 616-402-9724

At 48west enjoy individual
leases, private bathrooms,
on-site bus stop & much
more! Call today for leasing
information 616-895-2400,
48west @ 48 west, info,
www.48west.com
Campus View, live close to
campus and get the most for
your money. Apartments and
Townhouses available, Call
Today! 616-895-6678 or visit
www.campusviewhousing.co
m_________________________

Roommates
Looking for another room
mate to share a wonderful
house in downtown Grand
Rapids. Safe area. Only
$275 a month. Close to
highways 196 and 131 and
therefore close access to the
50 if you need it like me :).
House is very homy and
comes complete with two
awesome, clean roommates,
and a loving dog. Fenced in
back yard if you want to
bring your pup along too :).
Roommate needed!! I want
to live at Ottawa Creek apart
ments and I need a room
mate to help with rent.
Please feel free to email me
asap for more info.
tillera@mail.gvsu.edu
SUB-LEASERS
Looking for two
female sub-leasers at Mead
ows Crossing for this school
year. Please call
(248)835-7108 or email me at
connelas@mail.gvsu.edu for
more information.
Thanks* Ashley

FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS,
FACULTY AND STAFF SOME RESTRICTIONS APPLY
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FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL 616-331-2460
classifieds@lanthorn.com
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SUB-LEASER
Sub-leaser needed for cam
pus west. 9 month lease,
$394 a month email me at
SDicerj@mail, gvsu.edu

id3

SUBLEASER
I’m looking for a subleaser
for my apartment at Copper
Beech in Allendale. Private
bedroom & bath. 12 month
lease starting 7/6/2012.
$435 per month plus utilities.
Please contact Abbe
586-596-6614
Two females seeking two
roommates to complete a
four-bedroom house. Superb
locattion: on Lexington St.
downtown Grand Rapids,
less than a minute from Pew
Campus & downtown festivi
ties! One bath, available
parking, washer & dryer, and
rent is only $225 a month
futilities)!! Lease starting in
August 2012. Please contact
Crissy at
nellisc@mail.gvsu.edu ASAP!!

V:

July 2
July 16
Welcome
Back Guide
Aug 20!

Services
Brian’s Books is open M-F all
summer for your conven
ience. Buy or Rent for sum
mer courses. BB’s is the only
book rental option at Grand
Valley! briansbooks.net

http://www.lanthorn.com/

Need chiropractic care?
Brusveen Chiropractic is only
5 minutes GVSU in Allendale.
GV STUDENT SPEICAL!
Free first exam, with ID.
Call today to set up an
appointment. 616-777-0309

10 TIME WASTERSj

V/////////A
Puzzle Solutions
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King Crossword

MAGIC MAZE

<»

INTERJECTIONS

ACROSS
1 Restroom,
for short
4 Upper limit
7 Common
ailments
12 “The
Greatest"
13 Flamenco
cheer
14 Refuge
15 Snapshots
16 Got really
mad
#
18 Rushmore
face
19 Angle on a
gem
20 Galvanizing
matter
22 Solidify
23 Poi base
27 Weeding
need
29 Courtroom
VIP
31 Kiddie-lit
elephant
34 Portion
35 Online
bookseller
37 Driver’s
license
datum
38 Bronx cheer
39
Blue?”
41 Cab
45 Second
president
47 X rating?
48 Linda
Ronstadt hit
52 Moreover
53 Supermarket

O T Q

N

J G D A X u

D A X V S P S N K I

R

O L J G

F C A X V

S Q o L J K H E C A X V T
Z N L

J

C H‘ M Y W O

Y I X U V

33 Director
Luhrmann
36 Zilch, in
Xochimilco
37 Author de
Beauvoir
40 City boss
42 In any way,
shape or
form
43 Ohio city
44 Alphabetical
listing
45 Help a hood
46 Sought
damages
48 Ovine
comment
49 Canadian
pol. party
50 G8 member
51 Sprite

O 2012 King Features Synd., Inc.
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1
7

2
6

9
3

9
4
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1
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I
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A

I
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S Y

R

P

s
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Golly
Holy cow
Holy moly
Jeepers

My word
Oh boy
Shucks
Whatever

Whew
Whoa
Yippee

2012 King Features Synd , Inc All rights reserved
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Find (he listed words in the diagram They run in all directionsforward, backward, up, down and diagonally.

8
3

R

Dear Me
Ditto
Egads
Gee whiz

3

6

5

X

9

4

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and
each small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

Unscramble the letters within each rectangle to form four ordinary words. Then
rearrange the boxed letters to form the mystery word, which will complete the gag!

’

EZN
WADENY
DUITA

Trouble

ULDE

SIRCIS

ZEESNE
VEUS

Admire

ZHIW

VALMER

VTASEW

Permit

LAL

WALLO

VHADRET
WYLEN

Armor

VHUST

DELISH
last___________ , Baxter?"

E P E

R

O H N V P E L J T W A

SCRAMBLERS

'How long has It been since your

E

T

by Linda Thistle

6

D F D B

H L P O A M K W

R

W S E W u T O O

Weekly SUDOKU

P

E H G E D A B Z O E 1 X Y O

I

8 Lummox
section
9 Fighting
54 Inseparable
Tigers’ sch.
55 Golf position
10 Bad-mouth
56 To the rear,
(SI.)
at sea
57 Roulette bet 11 Away from
NNW
58 Remiss
17 Healthy
21 Actor
DOWN
Palminteri
1 Bolivia’s
23 Mid,
capital
poetically
2 Out, of
24 Sailor’s
sorts?
assent
3 Prancer's
25 Fun and
yokemate
games
4 — salad
26 Raw rock
5 Claim
28 Acapulco
6 Cause of
gold
annoyance
30 Mimic
7 Brat’s
31 Prevent
stocking
32 Doc’s org.
stutter

T

R

R

TODAY'S WORD

Unscramble these twelve letter strings to form each into an ordinary word
(ex HAGNEC becomes CHANGE ). Prepare to use only ONE word from
any marked ( V ) letter string as each unscrambles into more than one
word (ax V RATHE becomes HATER or EARTH or HEART ). Fit each
string's word either across or down to knot all twelve strings together
r
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Cook Carillion
Concert Series

Cook Carillon Concert Series to give musical
entertainment, insight on GV campuses
BY BRADY FREDERICKSEN

Campuses. Those held at the Few Campus will
run every Wednesday from July 11 to Aug. 1,
giving those who wish to attend a chance to
hear the music twice a week - rain or shine.
he 18th annual Cook Carillon Con
While the idea of summer concert series are a
cert series will return to Grand Val
norm this time of the year, the concept of the car
ley State University again this summer.
The event, which will be held at the Al illon can be foreign to some. Unlike many con
certs, the carillon is never actually seen by those
lendale Campus every Sunday from June 24
in attendance, though GVSU does have a camera
to Aug. 19, will feature the talents of different
system, allowing for fans to get a glimpse of art
carillonneurs as well as university carillonists like Vanden Wyngaard as they play the bells.
neur, Julianne Vanden Wyngaard - the musi
“You’re sitting out in the grassy yard, sitting
cian behind the clock tower’s musical chime.
free to let your mind be where ever you want it
“It’s my job, it’s what I do and I just think
to be - not in a room holding 500 people - and
we’re very fortunate to have artists come
you’re out in nature seeing a lot of things,” Van
here to play our instruments,” Vanden Wyn
den Wyngaard said. “On the other hand, we have
gaard said. “It says that this is an instrument
people who will walk around while they listen.
that is worthy, that our setting here is wor
We watched boys come here and learn to ride
thy ... it’s worth (the artists) time to come
their bikes here on Sunday nights. It’s your time
tiere and have their work be appreciated.”
to do what you want while you listen the music.”
Along with the series running throughout
During the July 1 concert, fans will be able to do
the summer, the concerts will be free of charge
what many times they cannot. Vanden Wyngaard
and will be hosted at both the Allendale and Pew
will host an Open Tower Concert, giving those in
attendance the chance to come in an hour early
to get a tour of the chamber, featuring 48 bells.
“That’s especially enjoyable for me because
I get to help enlighten people, they all come
"You're sitting out in a
with a preconceived notion of what it is,” she
grassy yard, sitting free
said. “I’ll usually give them a little history
to let your mind be where
lesson, talk about the size of the bell, show
them how it all works, then I’ll usually play
ever you want it to be a piece for them so they can see it in action.”
not in a room holding 500
As the season wraps up in August, there will
people - and you're out
be
one
very large attraction coming to the GVSU
in nature seeing a lot of
campus. On August 12, Vanden Wyngaard will
things."
team with native-Texan George Gregory to play
The Chime Master, a 26,000-pound carillon.
“It’s a portable carillon and it will be done
on the ground so people can actually see it be
ing played,” Gregory said. “1 find Julianne as a
superb musician, so it’s wonderful to play duets
with her. I’m just looking forward to being there.”
JULIANNE VANDEN
That concert will be per
WYNGAARD
formed with the bell on a
UNIVERSITY CARILLONEUR
flat bed truck and will be
held in Parking Lot F.

GVL SPORTS EDITOR

T

GVSU Allendale
Campus
Sunday's at 8 p.m.
June 24-Aug. 19

*Free parking available
throughout campus

Beckering Family
Carillion Concert
Series
GVSU Pew Grand
Rapids Campus
Lacks International
Plaza at Richard M.
Devos Center
Wedensday's at noon
July 11-Aug. 1

*Free parking in the
Watson Lot, south of
Fulton Street behind
Seechia Hall
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GVL / Eric Coulter

http://m.facebook.com/campusviewgvsu
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